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Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square, the Spa 
Architectural Concept – A Sensation of Floating and Fluidity 
 
 
 
The Spa of the Four Seasons Hotel London at Ten Trinity Square was conceived by Paris 
based architect Joseph Caspari in collaboration with Mio Shibuya. In the spirit of antique 
bathing parlours, the architecture contributes here to restfulness. The purity resides mainly 
in the rhythm of the volumes and the monolithic spirit of its clean lines and noble materials, 
set off by the floating movement motifs and the general fluidity of the spa. The ubiquitous 
mineral presence gives a timeless character to the whole setting. 
 
The Architecture of the Spa is intended as the natural continuity of the monumental Ten 
Trinity building it is set out in. Its 1680m2 include reception and retail area, swimming pools 
with steam room and sauna, fitness, treatment zone with seven cabins including a Spa 
Suite, hammam, and manicure pedicure room located off the reception. 
 
 
Entrance Hall 
Stepping out of the hotel lifts, on the basement floor, the visitors discover the oval entrance 
hall to the spa. 
The soft dimmed lights, the woven textured golden mosaic on the curved wall and the 
dynamic spiral shell floor motif in white marble welcome the guests into another universe: 
an enveloping floating cocoon detached from the exterior world. 
The retail displays are integrated in the same area, conceived like a jewellery boutique with 
a combination of precious mineral materials: striped bronze wall, brushed bronze profiles, 
dark patined bronze furniture and glass with integrated golden fabric make the merchandise 
shine and capture the built-in lighting. 
 
Swimming Pool 
The spacious pool area includes a 14m long swimming basin, a vitality pool, a sauna, a 
steam room, and relaxation areas. Positioned under the Peristyle of the Ten Trinity building, 
the huge columns, which belong to the structure of the building, plunge into the silver 
mosaic pool, accentuating the monumental scale of the area. The grey zebrino marble walls, 
grey floor and ceiling converge on the pool which looks like a silver  casket. 
The emerging centre pillars are incrusted with silver mosaic. The floating vegetal motives 
seem to grow from the basin and echo the glass motifs on the windows on the opposite side 
of the pool. It gives a sensation of fluidity that contrasts with the strong presence of 
the columns. 
 
Salon 
The guests who come from an apartment or the membership club, first cross the salon, the 
Spa antechamber – a consulting and waiting space. The white marble patterned walls and 
floor with bronze trims define a soft lounge with cosy lamps and sofas. The colonnades, 
present here as in the rest of the building, and the classical Murano glass chandeliers, give a 
repeating rhythm, extended by two full height dark infinity mirrors placed at both ends. 
The Salon faces the large swimming pool. They are connected by four full height glass 
windows and by a full height glass pivot door. The five different motifs on the glass panels, 
hand engraved, sanded and polished, act as privacy screens for the pool guests, while 
keeping some transparent parts which softly connect Pool and Salon in order to enlarge 
each area. The reflection of each space in the glass merges with the seen-through image of 
the other, chandelier lights playing with seaweed and coral like original patterns. This gives 
guests a floating sensation, which can help them to relax. 
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Project Data  
 
Design : Joseph Caspari in collaboration with Mio Shibuya 
 
Clients : Reignwood / Four Seasons Hotel & Resort 
Consultants : Espa (spa), DPA (lighting), Devin (Heat experience and pool) 
Architect of Record : Aukette Swanke 
Signage : Jackson Daly 
 
Manufactures : Ardmore (general constructor), McCue (interior bespoke),  
  Techniques Transparentes (decorative glass features) 
  EDM London (stone and mosaic work) 
 
Suppliers : 
Kvadrat (false leather wall padding) 
Oberflex (fitness wall/acoustic ceiling) 
Sicis (mosaics) 
Vicalvi (parquet, ceramic tiles) 
Pierre & Parquet (fitness parquet) 
Jonathan Cole (manicure hanging lamp) 
Tacchini (pool lounge chair, square and round low tables) 
Vitra (treatment rooms armchair) 
MDF italia (salon, treatment rooms armchair) 
Poltrona Frau (corridor armchair) 
Poliform (changing armchair) 
Flexform (VIP treatment room armchair) 
Zanotta (VIP treatment low table) 
Andromeda (Chandelier) 
Paola Lenti (Relax rooms screen) 
Molteni (coffee table) 
MaxAlto (console) 
Barbera design (console, oval mirror)  
Punt (fitness console) 
Verpan (manicure trolley) 
Lumina (Halls suspension lamps) 
Santa&Cole (floor lamps) 
Flos (floor lamp) 
Kalmer (floor lamp) 
Catellani & Smith (wall lamp) 
Hisle (nomad table lamp) 
 
FF&E : selection and custom furniture design by Joseph Caspari / Mio Shibuya 
 
Manufactures : 
Interna (FF&E custom furniture) 
Decca (FF&E custom furniture) 
 
Artworks : selection by Joseph Caspari / Mio Shibuya 
Artist : 
Joseph Caspari (glass table sculptures) 
Benoît Averly (timber sculptures) 
Joseph Caspari/Mio Shibuya with Techniques Transparentes (glass wall sculptures) 


